THE BEASTS OF ELECTRA DRIVE
Rohan Quine
From Hollywood Hills mansions and Century City
towers, to South Central motels and the oceanside
refinery, The Beasts of Electra Drive spans a mythic
L.A., following seven spectacular characters (or
Beasts) from games designer Jaymi’s game-worlds.
The intensity of those Beasts’ creation cycles leads
to their release into real life in seemingly human
forms, and to their combative protection of him from
destructive rivals at mainstream company Bang
Dead Games. A prequel to Quine’s other five tales
(and a Finalist in the IAN Book of the Year Awards
2018), this is a unique explosion of glamour and
beauty, horror and enchantment, celebrating the
mechanisms and magic of creativity itself.
REVIEWS (see www.rohanquine.com/press-media/the-beasts-of-electra-drive-reviews-media/ for more reviews)
“the book has an important message to tell about what it is to be truly human. […] the novel works exceptionally well for its
creative use of tech, mixed in with a group of highly imaginative characters. A prequel to five other works, The Beasts of
Electra Drive will have readers seeking out Rohan Quine’s other books in the series.” —SPR
“Technologically intelligent, socially clever, and supernaturally chilling—a trippy sci-fi tale. […] What really impressed me,
however, is the flair for language, with some really beautiful—and beautifully chilling—passages that had me dog-earing
pages along the way.” —Sally Bend in Bending the Bookshelf
“This is a powerful book that advocates letting people be themselves, despite how far outside the bell curve of ‘normal’ they
are. Pulsing with sexuality, the story will appeal to readers who enjoy artistic works rich in vocabulary, symbolism, and
graphic imagery.” —The Book Review Directory
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Rohan Quine is an author of literary fiction with a touch of magical realism and a dusting of horror. He grew up in South
London, spent a couple of years in L.A. and then a decade in New York, where he ran around excitably, saying a few wellchosen words in various feature films and TV shows, such as Zoolander, Election, Oz, Third Watch, 100 Centre Street, The
Last Days of Disco, The Basketball Diaries, Spin City and Law & Order: Special Victims Unit (see
www.rohanquine.com/those-new-york-nineties/film-tv).
He’s now living back in East London, as an Imagination Thief, with his boyfriend and a caramel-coloured rabbit. His six
published titles push imagination and language towards their extremes, so as to celebrate the beauty, darkness and mirth
of this predicament called life, where we seem to have been dropped without sufficient consultation ahead of time.
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